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Workforce Dimensions
and Passport Partnership
Field Service Software for Crew & Route Management
Key Features/Benefits
Planning Module

»» Real-time, location-based, and configurable
task assignment

»» Employee task self-scheduling
»» Routing optimization and territory planning
Mobile Data Collection Module

»» Intuitive mobile apps with low error rates
»» Online and offline data collection including geo-sensing,
biometrics, and badge scanning

»» Integration with Kronos, ERP/Work Order systems and
Telematics systems

Route Execution Module

»» Plan vs. actual analytical reporting
»» Customer geo-fence purification

Every aspect of Workforce Dimensions™ — the
underlying architecture, integration, user experience,
functionality, data access, delivery, and support — is
designed to help you optimize your people. Powered by the
industry-first Kronos D5™ platform, Workforce Dimensions
provides a breakthrough employee experience and an
unprecedented level of operational insight into your
workforce management practices. Whether your goals
are to increase productivity, improve compliance, control
labor costs, or achieve better business outcomes, Kronos
provides the technology tools you need to manage your
workforce of the future today.
As the enterprise leader in workforce management
applications, Kronos understands the need for strong
integrations between software applications. That’s why
we’ve built a robust developer portal with access to our
API layer. The Workforce Dimensions Technology Partner
program is designed to facilitate this interoperability and
drive business results.

Passport Corporation delivers powerful planning, data collection, and route execution management software for field service
organizations. Our applications allow you to enhance team productivity, increase operational efficiency, and optimize
performance. Planned vs. actual analytics of your data uncovers previously hidden opportunities for significant growth.
Passport’s software applications span the frontlines to the back office, complementing existing systems and business processes.
We support all the Workforce Central features that you love, plus the extended power and flexibility of Workforce Dimensions.
Easy-to-use mobile solutions for time, labor and job tracking enable accurate data collection, even when offline, and real-time
visibility into frontline operations. Interactive back-office solutions automate job assignment, scheduling, location tracking,
mapping, optimized routing of field personnel, and wireless dispatch of work orders to frontline employees.
As the mobile solutions partner for market leaders such as Kronos, Passport is the expert in frontline labor tracking to streamline
payroll, improve job costing, and increase operational efficiency.
To learn more about our software and our partnership with Kronos, visit www.passportcorp.com.
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